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Women's Status in Taiwan  
     Since the 1970s, with Ms. Hsiu-lien Lu’s advocacy of “New 
Feminism” and Ms. Yuan-chen Li’s establishment of The Awakening 
magazine, gender issues gradually caught public attention in Taiwan.  
Later, the number of women’¦s groups and the influence of women’s 
movements have had considerable progress after the release [i.e. 
abolition] of Martial Law [and dictatorial rule] in 1987.  Thus, the 
following 1990s became the “rapid- growing period” [period of rapid 
growth] for women movements in Taiwan.  Several regulations related to 
women’s rights were promulgated during this period, and many women-
related NGOs were established to provide different services for women 
of different backgrounds.  Although gender issues are much [more] 
highly emphasized in Taiwan nowadays, there is still a long way to go on 
the basis of the data and analysis listed here.  The information explicitly 
shows the achievement and inadequacy of the integration of gender 
perspectives in policies and related practices.  In this case, the 
understanding of current women’¦s status is significant for the 
advancement of women rights, and that is the point [when] we present 
these data here. 
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A brief note 
 
In the 1970s, Li Yuan-chen was teaching at the Chinese Dept. 
of Tamkang University, then known as the Tamkang College 
of Arts and Sciences because there existed only one graduate 
school, I believe. 
 
Even though there were a couple of progressives, like theater director 
Huang Mei-shu (and perhaps others I did not notice), Li Yuan-chen 
was a member of a small “gang of three” formed by her, Wang Ching-
ping, and Liang Ching-feng. Originally, there may have been a fourth 
member of a small circle of decidedly committed democrats who 
actively opposed the military dictatorship propped up by the U.S. 
regime. The fourth was a painter, a close friend of Wang Ching-ping. 
This man drowned at the Bei Shi Cun shore when he tried to save the life 
of a young American who had gone swimming in the stormy sea despite 
warnings not to do so. (The American was actually saved.) 
 
On one occasion, in the late 1970s (it was probably in 1977 or 1978),  
these young university teachers organized a big assembly of students and 
other young people in a Taipei park, in the form of a folk festival which 
turned out to be in fact a covert protest meeting. The folk songs and 
singers were “in” but loathed by the KMT regime. They were 
transporting too much “historical memory” in their songs, and they were 
too close to the common people, both emotionally and analytically. 
Often, songs that became popular were forbidden. 
 
The three young university teachers at Tamkang did not only participate 
in the organization of the Taipei folk music event. They also distributed 
tapes with forbidden songs among students close to them, despite the fact 
that the military officers stationed on campus received frequent reports 
on what lecturers and classmates said and did. Among the forbidden 
songs were songs by the blind, aged Taiwan folk singer Chen Da. As I 
said, songs were frequently censured by the G.I.O. at the time. One song 
by Chen Da obliquely referred to 2-2-8, the bloody massacres of 
thousands of dissident intellectuals and people active in the peasant 



movement, by the fascist Kuomintang regime on Feb. 28 [“2/28”], 1947. 
The song’s lyrics pretended to be those of a love song sung by 
fishermen. In the song, the man, the persona of a fisherman, addresses 
the beloved in the following way: “You have two arms and two legs, I 
have two arms and two legs, that’s eight.” So everyone but the censors 
had immediately grasped that it was a reference to 2/28 or two-two-eight.  
 
The song also mourned the separation of the lover from the beloved. The 
fisherman was separated from his love by the waters, the sea, and it was 
clear that this sea was the Taiwan Straits.  It was explained to me  that  
this expressed the deep longing for reunification with the Chinese 
motherland. Of course, the KMT regime upheld the mirage of unification 
under KMT hegemony. But the young democrats who worked for civil 
rights (rather than US defined “human rights”), women’s rights and 
socio-economic rights of the exploited majority did only outwardly share 
the fake program of armed reunification of the Taiwanese province and 
the Chinese mainland. If they saw themselves as Chinese progressives, 
they could not abandon the goal of national unity. But not under the 
auspices and subject to the imagined might of the military dictatorship 
that still survived on Taiwan in those years 
. 
These young dissidents were careful in what they said and did. But they 
were undoubtedly concerned because of the grave social injustice that 
was observable everywhere on Taiwan. They were particularly aware of 
the lot of factory workers, fishermen, sailors, shipyard workers, the girls 
forced into prostitution, etc. They were inspired by the socially critical, 
realist literature known as Shan tu wenxue. They were aware of the fact 
that critical writers like Chen Yin-zhen were condemned to long prison 
terms. Liang Chingfeng had translated poems by Pai Ch’iu in Germany, 
with Karlhans Frank, for instance. Huang Yu-shan, at the time a member 
of the staff of Artist magazine, wrote about Yang Kwei, another writer 
who had been imprisoned a dozen times by the KMT after the war. And 
she and others from her circle were interested in the forbidden work of 
Lu Hsün [Lu Xun]. Most if not all of these dissidents sympathized with 
people like Bo Yang, a poet who spent many years in the concentration 
camp on Green Island [Lü Dao] but who was not the only writer who 



was sent there because of his thoughts and literary texts. In the 1970s, 
the regime in Taiwan was not kinder to critical writers and novelists than 
the Greek military junta was at the time. Interestingly, the BND, the 
Military Secret Service of West Germany, closely cooperated with its 
counterpart on Taiwan in those years, as the Frankfurter Rundschau 
reported. We may assume that today, after the abolition of martial law, 
the cooperation continues. In the 70s, they probably exchanged 
information on students from Taiwan who had studied in Germany with 
the dictatorship, and on dissident German university teachers who 
worked on that island. But the Kuomintang regime had its own informers 
abroad. And back home, it was as suspicious as the Stasi was (or the 
Verfassungsschutz happens to be so often) in Germany. Liang Ching-
feng once warned me to keep quiet when I changed the topic of a 
conversation, seeing that we were alone in the office. He intoned a line 
of a German song, “Auf der Mauer, auf der Lauer, ist ein kleiner 
Wanzen...“  A reference to the fact that the office was bugged. As “bug” 
in English, “Wanze” in Germany refers to the tiny animal and and at the 
same time, to an eavesdropping device. 
 
The gang of three [four], as I humorously refer to the circle of friends 
that Li Yuan-chen belonged to, were undoubtedly risking a lot. Risking 
at least to lose their job. I fear that this happened finally to Wang Ching-
ping. He taught at the English Department. He was interested, amongst 
other things, in African liberation movements and African literature, and 
asked me once for a book by Basil Davidson, on that latter topic. He also 
took a keen interest in the situation of the working class in Taiwan, and 
in Chinese unity. Li Yuan-chen was mainly influenced by the liberal US 
civil rights and women’s movement, I think. She accentuated women’s 
lib a bit more than the men perhaps. But they were all for it. At that time, 
“san-ba” was an idiomatic phrase used in everyday speech in Taiwan 
that meant “a hot and impudent, wanton girl.” “San-ba” is literally 
translated as “three-eight” [“3/8”], the Chinese expression for the 8th of 
March, the International Women’s Day, or protest day for women’s 
movements that advocate the liberation of women all over the world. The 
KMT propaganda apparatus had denounced the entire idea of women’s 
emancipation as immoral and as contrary to the supposedly Confucian 



values of the “Neo-Confucian renaissance” that they were pushing in the 
media and in the education system. It was not in line with filial piety that 
young women should seek independence. It was not in line with their 
role as women that they should seek sexual and socio.economic 
emancipation. It was thought proper to be submissive, as a daughter and 
a wife. Everything else smacked of “mainland communist immorality” to 
the ideologues of the regime. And this assessment and stance could be 
found in the media again. It was the ideological food that the schools 
served the kids. And it was well-received perhaps by the more backward 
part of the male population. 
 
It is very clear to me that the democratic movement that became the 
Taiwan independence movement was the only observable anti-
Kuomingtang movement that was visible on the island in the mid and 
late 1970s.  The three dissidents supported it, I think. They all must have 
taken the specificity of regional Taiwanese culture – regional South 
Taiwan folk music, for instance, and regionalist social realist literature –  
seriously. But at least Wang Ching-ping, to my mind, left no doubt that 
Taiwan was a part of China. And perhaps, despite his deep Taiwanese 
roots and resentment of the discrimination of Tai yu  [Taiwanese] and Ke 
ya [Hakka] speakers, Liang Chingfeng would have agreed. And Li Yuan-
chen? I don’t know. They were so similar in their main objectives, but 
each one was a distinctive person. They were no clear-cut Leftists I think 
(though you can never know) but they were socially engagé, truly 
committed  progressives with a deep longing for real democracy. And, 
yes, at the time the fight against martial law, against the dictatorship that 
the U.S. government and the West European governments and all the 
corporations, Philips and Philco and Pfizer and you name them, 
collaborated with and supported so ardently, mattered as much as 
women’s rights and the rights of the working people.  
 
The rights of the fishermen, the peasants, the factory and shipyard 
workers, the men who build and maintain  the power lines, the girls 
exploited in the “barber shops” or in the tourist hotels of Peitou and 
Yangminshan still matter today, on Taiwan. They matter as much as they 
did in 1947 or 1977.  They matter as much as they do today in Beijing 



and Shanghai. And they matter because they are still ignored. Yes, it is 
true: the Kuomintang has changed and it has become a Conservative 
democratic party of sorts, on Taiwan. But the democratic movement of 
the ‘70s that formed a party and got a president elected changed as well. 
Much like the Greens have changed in Germany, since the 70s. And not 
for the better. It’s enough to see the  names of the various CEOs of 
Taiwanese corporations that a “pro-Taiwan independence” President 
chose not too long ago as his well-paid “advisors.” Strangely – or luckily 
– he also chose Li Yuan-chen as an unpaid adviser on women’s rights. 
 
- Andreas Weiland 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


